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Abstract
The development of assessment methods for the performance of Automated Vehicles (AVs) is essential
to enable and speed up the deployment of automated driving technologies, due to the complex operational
domain of AVs. As traditional methods for assessing vehicles are not applicable for AVs, other approaches
have been proposed. Among these, real-world scenario-based assessment is widely supported by many players
in the automotive field. In this approach, test cases are derived from real-world scenarios that are obtained
from driving data.
To minimize any ambiguity regarding these test cases and scenarios, a clear definition of the notion of
scenario is required. In this paper, we propose a more concrete definition of scenario, compared to what is
known to the authors from the literature. This is achieved by proposing an ontology in which the quantitative
building blocks of a scenario are defined. An example illustrates that the presented ontology is applicable
for scenario-based assessment of AVs.
1. Introduction
An essential aspect in the development of automated vehicles (AVs) is the assessment of quality and
performance aspects of the AVs, such as safety, comfort, and efficiency (Bengler et al., 2014; Stellet et al.,
2015; Helmer et al., 2017; Pütz et al., 2017; Roesener et al., 2017; Gietelink et al., 2006; Wachenfeld and
Winner, 2016). For legal and public acceptance of AVs, a clear definition of system performance is important,
as well as quantitative measures for system quality. Traditional methods, such as (Knapp et al., 2009; ISO
26262, 2018), used for the evaluation of driver assistance systems, are no longer sufficient for the assessment
of quality and performance aspects of an AV, because they would require too many resources (Wachenfeld
and Winner, 2016). Therefore, among other methods, a scenario-based approach has been proposed (Elrofai
et al., 2018; Pütz et al., 2017). For scenario-based assessment, proper specification of scenarios is crucial
since they are directly reflected in the test cases used for scenario-based assessment (Stellet et al., 2015).
The notion of scenario is frequently used in the context of automated driving (Pütz et al., 2017; Roesener
et al., 2017; Gietelink et al., 2006; Hulshof et al., 2013; Ebner et al., 2011; Ploeg et al., 2018; Zofka et al.,
2015; Xiong and Olstam, 2015; Shao et al., 2019), despite the fact that an explicit definition is often not
provided. However, as mentioned by various authors (Stellet et al., 2015; Helmer et al., 2017; Alvarez et al.,
2017; Zofka et al., 2015; Aparicio et al., 2013; Pütz et al., 2017; Geyer et al., 2014; Ulbrich et al., 2015), using
a scenario in the context of the development or assessment of AVs requires a clear definition of a scenario. To
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this end, some definitions of a scenario in the context of (automated) driving have been proposed in literature
(Geyer et al., 2014; Ulbrich et al., 2015; Elrofai et al., 2016). These definitions, however, leave room for
interpretation because, firstly, the definitions themselves are ambiguous and, secondly, the definitions use
other undefined terms. For the context of the assessment of AVs, scenarios are used to describe the test
conditions (Stellet et al., 2015) and this requires a more concrete definition of a scenario to minimize any
ambiguity.
We aim for a definition of a scenario that is, on the one hand, broadly consistent with existing definitions
(Geyer et al., 2014; Ulbrich et al., 2015; Elrofai et al., 2016) while, on the other hand, more concrete, such
that it is applicable for scenario mining (Elrofai et al., 2016) and scenario-based assessment (Stellet et al.,
2015; de Gelder and Paardekooper, 2017). We propose a definition that is concrete enough to be used in
quantitative analysis required for the assessment of AVs. This is achieved by defining quantitative building
blocks of a scenario in the form of activities, actors, and the static environment. In addition, we introduce
the concept of a scenario category that is used to qualitatively describe scenarios, i.e., an abstraction of a
scenario.
Besides defining the notion of scenario, its building blocks, and the notion of scenario category, an
ontology is presented that formalizes the description of a scenario and a scenario category. This ontology
describes the relation between the different terms such as scenarios, activities, and actors. Furthermore, the
ontology enables the translation of the terms to object-oriented code. This, in turn, is used to describe the
scenarios in a coding language that can be understood by various software agents, such as simulation tools.
The implementation code of our ontology is publicly available1. The ontology is also used as a schema for
a database system for storing the scenarios and scenario categories. An example is provided that illustrates
the use of the ontology with a real-world case.
Ontologies have been widely used in the field of automated driving (Provine et al., 2004; Morignot and
Nashashibi, 2013; Schlenoff et al., 2003; Zhao et al., 2015; Maiti et al., 2017; Benvenuti et al., 2017; Bagschik
et al., 2018). However, to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose an ontology for scenarios for
the assessment of AVs. From the implementation side, there are several file formats and methods for scenario
ontologies, e.g., OpenSCENARIO (OpenSCENARIO, 2017) and CommonRoad (Althoff et al., 2017). Our
proposed ontology differs from these implementations as our ontology also allows for qualitative descriptions
of scenarios, which is useful because it enables to group scenarios and to interpret the scenarios more easily.
Furthermore, our ontology is supported with the definitions and justifications of each of the terms.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we explain why an ontology is useful, what the context
is, and we provide some definitions of terms that are adopted from literature. Using these definitions and
considering the context, we define the notions of scenario, event, activity, and scenario category in Section 3.
The ontology that formalizes these definitions is presented in Section 4. In Section 5, an application example
is provided to illustrate the use of the ontology with a real-world scenario. The paper is concluded in
Section 6.
2. Background
We first explain in Section 2.1 why we want to present an ontology for describing scenarios and scenario
categories. Next, in Section 2.2, we provide some information on the context for which we want to define
scenarios. In Section 2.3, we describe notions that are adopted from literature to define our ontology.
2.1. Why an ontology?
According to Gruber (Gruber, 1993), “an ontology is an explicit specification of a conceptualization”,
where a conceptualization refers to “an abstract, simplified view of the world that we wish to represent for
some purpose”. Ontologies are widely applied in all kinds of research areas, e.g., computing (Chen et al.,
1As a coding language, Python is used. The code is publicly available at https://github.com/ErwindeGelder/
ScenarioDomainModel.
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2004), vehicle platooning (Maiti et al., 2017), system performance (Benvenuti et al., 2017), transportation
(Katsumi and Fox, 2018), and vehicle path planning (Provine et al., 2004; Schlenoff et al., 2003). An ontology
offers the following benefits:
• An ontology is useful for sharing knowledge between people and software agents (van Dam, 2009; Noy
and Mcguiness, 2001). For example, the ontology can be used for communication between different
software agents, such as different simulation tools (Shao et al., 2019).
• An ontology can be directly translated into a class structure for an object-oriented software implemen-
tation (van Dam, 2009). The ontology then specifies the relationships between the different classes
and provides information on the properties of a class and the possible values.
• Domain assumptions about terms and definitions are made explicit (Noy and Mcguiness, 2001). For
example, we define the term scenario in Section 3.1 and this does not only help in preventing any
ambiguity when communicating about scenarios, it also helps in understanding the underlying imple-
mentations, e.g., the programming language code, when assumptions are explicit.
• An ontology can be used as a conceptual schema in database systems (Gruber, 1993). A conceptual
schema allows “databases to interoperate without having to share data structures” (Gruber, 1993). In
addition, a conceptual schema can be directly used to design the structure of a database.
There are several languages dedicated to the implementation of an ontology. Two major technologies are
the Web Ontology Language (OWL)2 and the Unified Modeling Language (UML). For a detailed comparison
between OWL and UML, we refer the interested reader to (Kiko and Atkinson, 2005).
2.2. Context of a scenario
Because the notion of scenario is used in many different contexts, a wide diversity in definitions of this
notion exists (for an overview, see (van Notten et al., 2003; Bishop et al., 2007)). Therefore, it is reasonable
to assume that “there is no [generally] ‘correct’ scenario definition” (van Notten et al., 2003). As a result,
to define the notion of scenario, it is important to consider the context in which it will be used.
In this paper, the context of a scenario is the assessment of AVs, where AVs refer to vehicles equipped
with a driving automation system3. It is assumed that the assessment methodology uses scenarios. The
ultimate goal is to build a database with all relevant scenarios that an AV has to cope with when driving
in the real world (Pütz et al., 2017). Hence, a scenario should be a description of a potential use case of an
AV.
2.3. Nomenclature
For the definition of scenario, several notions are adopted from literature. In this section, the con-
cepts of ego vehicle, actor, state variable, state vector , model, mode, act, static environment, and dynamic
environment are detailed.
2.3.1. Ego vehicle
The ego vehicle refers to the perspective from which the world is seen. In particular, the ego vehicle
refers to the vehicle that is perceiving the world through its sensors (e.g., see (Bonnin et al., 2014)). When
performing tests, the ego vehicle also refers to the vehicle that must perform a specific task (e.g., see (Althoff
et al., 2017)). In this case, the ego vehicle is often referred to as the system under test (Stellet et al., 2015),
the vehicle under test (Gietelink et al., 2006), or the host vehicle (Gietelink et al., 2006).
2OWL is the standard abbreviation for the Web Ontology Language.
3According to (SAE International, 2018), a driving automation system is “the hardware and software that are collectively
capable of performing part or all of the dynamic driving task on a sustained basis. This term is used generically to describe
any system capable of level 1-5 driving automation.” Here, level 1 driving automation refers to “driver assistance” and level 5
refers to “full driving automation”. For more details, see (SAE International, 2018).
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2.3.2. Actor
According to Frost (2018), “actors are all dynamic components of a scenario, excluding the ego vehicle
itself.” In practice, this can be, for example, a driver of a car, a cyclist, a pedestrian, a driving automation
system, or a combination of a driver and a driving automation system (Geyer et al., 2014). Note that,
in contrast to (Frost, 2018), in the current paper, the ego vehicle’s driver, and/or automation system are
considered as actors, similar to (Geyer et al., 2014), because they have the same properties as another driver
or automation system.
2.3.3. State variable
Dorf and Bishop (2011, p. 163) write that “the state variables describe the present configuration of a
system and can be used to determine the future response, given the excitation inputs and the equations
describing the dynamics.” In our case, “the system” could refer to an actor, a component, or a simulation.
E.g., a state variable could be the acceleration of an actor.
2.3.4. State vector
A state vector refers to “the vector containing all n state variables” (Dorf and Bishop, 2011, p. 233).
2.3.5. Model
Typically, a dynamical system is modeled using a differential equation of the form x˙(t) = fθ(x(t), u(t), t)
(Norman, 2011), where x(t) represents the state vector at time t, u(t) represents an external input vector,
and the function fθ(·) is parameterized by θ. Note that, technically speaking, x(·), u(·), t, and θ are inputs
of the function f , but θ is assumed to be constant for a certain time interval. For example, the following
first-order model is parameterized by θ = (a, b):
x˙(t) = ax(t) + bu(t). (1)
2.3.6. Mode
In some systems, the behavior of the system may suddenly change abruptly, e.g., due to a sudden change
in an input, a model parameter, or the model function. Such a transition is called a mode switch. In each
mode, the behavior of the system is described by a model with a fixed function fθ and smooth input u(·)
(De Schutter, 2000).
2.3.7. Act
We define act as the combination of actors and the activities that are performed by the actors. This is
in accordance with the use of the term act in (OpenSCENARIO, 2017).
2.3.8. Static environment
The static environment refers to the part of the environment that does not change during a scenario.
This includes geo-spatially stationary elements (Ulbrich et al., 2015), such as the road network.
2.3.9. Dynamic environment
As opposed to the static environment, the dynamic environment refers to the part of a scenario that
changes during the time frame of a scenario. In practice, the dynamic environment mainly consists of the
moving actors (other than the ego vehicle) that are relevant to the ego vehicle. For example, the primary
use case of OpenSCENARIO, a file format for the description of the dynamic content of driving simulations,
is to describe “complex, synchronized maneuvers that involve multiple entities like vehicles, pedestrians, and
other traffic participants” (OpenSCENARIO, 2017), so for OpenSCENARIO, these maneuvers represent the
dynamic environment. Roadside units that communicate with vehicles within the communication range (Al-
Sultan et al., 2014) are also part of the dynamic environment. Furthermore, changing (weather) conditions
are part of the dynamic environment.
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Remark 1. Note that it might not always be obvious whether an element of the environment belongs to
the static or dynamic environment. Most important, however, is that all parts of the environment that are
relevant to the assessment of an AV are described in either the static or the dynamic environment. ♦
3. Definitions
One of the main reasons to introduce an ontology is to enable sharing of knowledge between researchers,
developers, and users. Therefore, it is important that the terms we use are clearly defined. When presenting
our ontology in Section 4, we will formalize the terms such that they can be used by software agents. In
this section, we will define the terms linguistically, thereby providing insight into the terms used in the next
section. We will first define the concept of a scenario in Section 3.1. Next, we will define two important
attributes of a scenario: events and activities, in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. Lastly, we will present
the definition of a scenario category in Section 3.4.
In each of the Sections 3.1 to 3.4, we start with background information. Next, we draw conclusions
that lead to our proposed definition of the corresponding terms. After proposing a definition, we finish each
section with remarks and implications of our proposed definition.
3.1. Scenario
Go and Carroll (2004) describe a scenario within the field of system design. They define a scenario as “a
description that contains (1) actors, (2) background information on the actors and assumptions about their
environment, (3) actors’ goals or objectives, and (4) sequences of actions and events. Some applications may
omit one of the elements or they may simply or implicitly express it. Although, in general, the elements of
scenarios are the same in any field, the use of scenarios is quite different.”
Geyer et al. (2014) describe a scenario within the context of automated driving. They use the metaphor
of a movie or a storybook for describing a scenario. Geyer et al. (2014) state that “a scenario includes at
least one situation within a scene including the scenery and dynamic elements. However, [a] scenario further
includes the ongoing activity of one or both actors.” For a further explanation of the terms situation, scene,
and scenery, see (Geyer et al., 2014). In (Geyer et al., 2014), the meaning of activity is not detailed.
Ulbrich et al. (2015) also define a scenario in the context of automated driving. They define a scenario
as “the temporal development between several scenes in a sequence of scenes. Every scenario starts with
an initial scene. Actions & events as well as goals & values may be specified to characterize this temporal
development in a scenario. Other than a scene, a scenario spans a certain amount of time.” The authors of
(Ulbrich et al., 2015) state that actions and events link the different scenes. A further description of actions
and events is not given in (Ulbrich et al., 2015).
Another definition of a scenario in the context of automated driving is given by Elrofai et al. (2016).
They define a scenario as “the combination of actions and maneuvers of the host vehicle in the passive [i.e.,
static] environment, and the ongoing activities and maneuvers of the immediate surrounding active [i.e.,
dynamic] environment for a certain period of time.” They further mention that the duration of a scenario
typically is in the order of seconds.
Although the aforementioned definitions of scenario (Geyer et al., 2014; Ulbrich et al., 2015; Elrofai
et al., 2016) are in the context of automated driving, we require a more concrete definition. First, the
aforementioned definitions do not specify the level of detail. Secondly, the aforementioned definitions use
undefined terms, such as “action” and “event”. Thirdly, because scenarios are used to specify test cases
for the assessment of AVs, a clear and unambiguous specification of these scenarios is important and the
aforementioned definitions are not concrete enough to be directly reflected into a coding language.
Before providing the definition of the notion of scenario, characteristics of the notion of scenario based
on literature are listed as follows:
1. A scenario corresponds to a time interval: The aforementioned definitions (Go and Carroll, 2004;
Geyer et al., 2014; Ulbrich et al., 2015; Elrofai et al., 2016) state that a scenario corresponds to a time
interval. van Notten et al. (2003) call such a scenario a chain scenario (“like movies”), as opposed to a
snapshot scenario, i.e., a scenario that describes the state at a time instant (“like photos”).
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2. A scenario consists of one or several events (van Notten et al., 2003; Go and Carroll, 2004; Geyer
et al., 2014; Ulbrich et al., 2015; Kahn, 1962): It can be helpful to develop scenarios using events
(Bishop et al., 2007). Thus, a scenario could be defined as a particular sequence of events or, as
Kahn (1962, p. 143) writes, “a scenario results from an attempt to describe in more or less detail some
hypothetical sequence of events”. Furthermore, Geyer et al. (2014) and Ulbrich et al. (2015) use the
notion of event for describing a scenario, although they do not provide a definition of the term event.
In Section 3.2, we will elaborate on the notion of event.
3. Real-world traffic scenarios are quantitative scenarios: Regarding the nature of the data, a scenario
can be either qualitative or quantitative (van Notten et al., 2003). Real-world traffic scenarios are
quantitative scenarios, such that they are, e.g., suitable for simulation purposes. A scenario, however,
can also be described qualitatively, such that it is readable and understandable for human experts. Pro-
viding a qualitative description of a quantitative scenario has become known as a story-and-simulation
approach (Alcamo, 2001). Note that several quantitative scenarios might have the same qualitative
description; thus, a qualitative description of a scenario does not uniquely define a quantitative sce-
nario. A qualitative description can be regarded as an abstraction of the quantitative scenario, see
also Section 3.4.
4. The time interval of a scenario contains all relevant events: According to Geyer et al. (2014), “the
end of a scenario is defined by the first irrelevant situation with respect to the scenario”. In a similar
manner, we require that the time interval of a scenario should contain all relevant events. Note that
‘relevant’ is subjective and, therefore, an event is considered to be relevant, if it is relevant to the ego
vehicle.
5. A scenario includes the description of the environment: A scenario should include the description
of the static and dynamic environment. Although the description of the static environment is not a
general prerequisite of a scenario, this is often included when speaking about traffic scenarios (Geyer
et al., 2014; Ulbrich et al., 2015; Elrofai et al., 2016; Ebner et al., 2011; Althoff et al., 2017). The
description of the dynamic environment includes a description of the type of actors and the goals
and/or activities of the actors.
6. A scenario describes the goals or activities of the ego vehicle: For describing a scenario in real-world
data, it is not necessary to describe the goals and therefore, Elrofai et al. (2016) mention the activities
of the ego vehicle rather than its goals. When describing a scenario that an AV has to cope with,
however, its goals (i.e., its driving mission (Geyer et al., 2014)) could be specified rather than its
activities (Ulbrich et al., 2015). Note that if the activities of the ego vehicle are described rather
than its goals, an observer might not be able to determine whether the ego vehicle has successfully
responded to the scenario.
Hence, we define a scenario as follows:
Definition 1 (Scenario). A scenario is a quantitative description of the relevant characteristics of the ego
vehicle, its activities and/or goals, its static environment, and its dynamic environment. In addition, a
scenario contains all events that are relevant to the ego vehicle.
Geyer et al. (2014) and Ulbrich et al. (2015) use the term scene to define a scenario, while Definition 1
describes the scenes implicitly. Thus, the scenes do not have to be described explicitly.
According to Definition 1, a scenario describes, among others, the static environment. When it comes
to applying this definition in an ontology, it is possible that “describing” the static environment is done by
simply providing a reference to a static environment. This also holds for the other parts of a scenario. A
reference could be, for example, the full name of a file, a pointer pointing to a specific part of the computer
memory, or an identifier that addresses a specific entry in a database. The advantage of references is that
these parts of the scenario can be exchanged across different scenarios, as these scenarios can use the same
references. As an example, an OpenSCENARIO file allows to provide a reference to an OpenDRIVE file
which describes a road network (Dupuis et al., 2010). As we will see in Section 4, in our proposed ontology,
a scenario may contain references to a static environment, activities, actors, and events.
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3.2. Event
As mentioned in Definition 1, a scenario consists of events. The term event is used in many different
fields, e.g.:
• In computing (Breu et al., 1997), an event is an action or occurrence recognized by software. A
common source of events are inputs by the software users. An event may trigger a state transition.
• In probability theory, an event is an outcome or a set of outcomes of an experiment (Pfeiffer, 2013).
For example, a thrown coin landing on its tail is an event.
• In the field of hybrid systems theory, “the continuous and discrete dynamics interact at ‘event’ or
‘trigger’ times when the continuous state [vector] hits certain prescribed sets in the continuous state
space” (Branicky et al., 1998). “A hybrid system can be in one of several modes, [...], and the system
switches from one mode to another due to the occurrence of events” (De Schutter, 2000).
• In event-based control, a control action is computed when an event is triggered, as opposed to the
more traditional approach where a control action is periodically computed (Heemels et al., 2012). In
event-based control, the event is triggered at the moment at which the system (is about to) reach a
certain threshold.
Before providing the definition of an event, the following is concluded about an event, based on afore-
mentioned literature:
1. An event corresponds to a time instant: We considered the definitions of event in hybrid systems and
control and event-based control. Therefore, an event happens at some time instant rather than taking
a time span. Note, however, that the time does not need to be fully defined in advance.
2. An event marks a mode transition or the moment a system reaches a threshold: A mode transition
may be caused by either an abrupt change of an input signal, a change of a parameter, or a change in
the model. For example, pushing the brake pedal may cause a mode transition and therefore, this may
be regarded as an event. It is also possible that the event marks the moment that a system reaches a
threshold. For example, a vehicle entering a tunnel can be an event.
Hence, we define an event as follows:
Definition 2 (Event). An event marks the time instant at which the system reaches a specified threshold
or at which a mode transition occurs, such that before and after an event, the state vector of the system
corresponds to two different modes.
Definition 2 indicates that the moment of an event can be defined in two different ways: (1) by the system
reaching a threshold or (2) by a mode transition. Both these types of event are related to hybrid systems
theory (De Schutter and van den Boom, 2003; Heemels et al., 2012). The first type of event, i.e., related to
the system reaching a threshold, is especially useful when describing test cases. For example, consider the
ego vehicle approaching a pedestrian that is about to cross the road (Seiniger et al., 2015). Here, the event
marks the moment that the distance between the vehicle and pedestrian is less than dv,p meters. At the
moment of this event, the pedestrian starts to cross the road such that the vehicle impacts the pedestrian if
it does not change its speed or direction (Seiniger et al., 2015). By using a variable threshold dv,p, the value
is flexible and can be set differently to define multiple scenarios. The second type of event, i.e., a mode
transition, can, e.g., occur at the moment of a driver input.
For the practical implementation of events, a set of conditions may be specified. In that case, the event
occurs at the moment that the conditions are met. A condition could be on, e.g., the distance between the
vehicle and pedestrian. In (OpenSCENARIO, 2017), an extensive list of possible conditions that can be
used to define an event is given.
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3.3. Activity
As mentioned in Definition 1, a scenario includes a description of the dynamic environment of the ego
vehicle. To describe the dynamic environment, activities are used. Furthermore, a scenario may describe
the activities of the ego vehicle.
Both the terms activity (Geyer et al., 2014; Elrofai et al., 2018; Childress et al., 2015; Frost, 2018; Special
Interest Group (SIG) on SImulation and Modeling (SIM), 2019) and action (Geyer et al., 2014; Ulbrich et al.,
2015; Bagschik et al., 2018) are used in the context of automated driving. Although, strictly speaking, the
terms action and activity have a slightly different meaning, they are often used for the same purpose:
• According to Ulbrich et al. (2015), actions may be specified for characterizing the temporal development
in a scenario.
• Elrofai et al. (2018) consider an activity as a building block of the dynamic part of the scenario: “An
activity is a time evolution of state variables such as speed and heading to describe for instance a lane
change, or a braking-to-standstill.”
• In a glossary for a scenario catalog development (Frost, 2018), an activity is defined as “the state
[vector] of an object over an interval of time. An activity starts with an event and ends with another
event.”
Before providing the definition of an activity, the following is concluded about an activity based on the
aforementioned literature:
1. An activity corresponds to an inter-event time interval: As opposed to an event, an activity spans over
a certain time interval. Furthermore, the start and the end of an activity are marked by an event.
2. An activity quantitatively describes the time evolution of a state variable: Because activities are build-
ing blocks of a scenario and a scenario corresponds to a quantitative description, the activities them-
selves need to be quantitative as well. Therefore, an activity describes the time evolution of one or
more state variables , i.e., the trajectory of one or more state variables over an inter-event time interval
that corresponds to the activity, where the term state variable is defined in Section 2.3.3.
3. An activity is performed by an actor: An activity quantitatively describes the time evolution of one
or more state variables and a state variable corresponds to an actor, e.g., the acceleration of a vehicle,
and, therefore, an activity is performed by an actor. Note that the actor might be the ego vehicle.
Hence, we define an activity as follows:
Definition 3 (Activity). An activity quantitatively describes the time evolution of one or more state variables
of an actor between two events.
Note that Geyer et al. (2014); Ulbrich et al. (2015) use the term action and although they do not
define this term, it seems to be related to our use of the term activity. Similarly, other authors (Special
Interest Group (SIG) on SImulation and Modeling (SIM), 2019; Frost, 2018; Elrofai et al., 2018) use the term
activity. Although the terms activity and action may seem very similar, there is a difference. As Bobick
(1997) points out, actions require an interpretive context — “a set of constraints on possible explanations for
the observed motions.” Considering our context of scenarios, i.e., the assessment of AVs, we are concerned
with the occurrence of activities, because an AV needs to cope with them. The actual purpose of each of
the activities is irrelevant concerning the assessment. Hence, we refrain from using the term action.
Examples of activities are accelerating, cruising, and decelerating. Here, the activities describe the
longitudinal acceleration (or, e.g., speed). Activities describing the lateral position of a vehicle with respect
to the center of the corresponding lane might, e.g., be labeled with “driving straight” or “lane change”.
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3.4. Scenario category
As proposed in Definition 1, a scenario in the context of the performance assessment of an AV needs to
be quantitative. However, in literature, the term scenario is also used to refer to a collection of scenarios,
where this collection of scenarios is semantically described. For example, in (Najm et al., 2007), a typology
of pre-crash scenarios is proposed. Here, each of the pre-crash scenarios is an abstraction of many quanti-
tative scenarios. Similar studies have been performed to describe scenarios that lead to highway accidents
(Fahrenkrog et al., 2017), car-cyclist accidents (Op den Camp et al., 2014), and car-pedestrian accidents
(Lenard et al., 2014). In (Transport Systems Catapult, 2017), a taxonomy of scenarios is proposed to
qualitatively describe challenging scenarios for automated driving.
The aforementioned references (Najm et al., 2007; Fahrenkrog et al., 2017; Op den Camp et al., 2014;
Lenard et al., 2014; Transport Systems Catapult, 2017) show that the term scenario is also used to address
qualitative descriptions. Since we defined a scenario as a quantitative description, we need to introduce a
different term to address the qualitative description. We propose to use the term scenario category to refer
to the qualitative description of a scenario. A qualitative description can be regarded as an abstraction of a
quantitative scenario, whereas a quantitative description can be regarded as a concretization of a qualitative
description.
We thus define a scenario category as follows:
Definition 4 (Scenario category). A scenario category is a qualitative description of the ego vehicle, its
activities and/or goals, its static environment, and its dynamic environment.
Introducing the concept of scenario categories brings the following benefits:
• For a human, it is easier to interpret a qualitative description rather than a quantitative description.
• It enables to refer to a group of scenarios that have something in common. Therefore, it enables
characterization of the type of scenarios, thus making discussing scenarios much easier.
• It allows for quantifying the completeness of a set of scenarios by separately quantifying the complete-
ness of scenario categories and the completeness of scenarios in each category. This is easier because
scenario categories are discrete by nature whereas scenarios are continuous. See (de Gelder et al.,
2019) for more details.
We describe the formal relation between a scenario and a scenario category with the verb “to comprise”,
denoted by 3. If a specific scenario category C is an abstraction of a specific scenario S, then we say that
the specific scenario category C comprises that specific S, or simply C 3 S. This is illustrated in Fig. 1,
where S1, S2, and S3 represent scenarios and C1, C2, and C3 represent scenario categories. A given scenario
category can comprise multiple scenarios, e.g., C2 3 S1 and C2 3 S2 in Fig. 1. Furthermore, multiple scenario
categories can comprise a specific scenario. For example, in Fig. 1, we have C1 3 S2, C2 3 S2, and C3 3 S2.
The verb “to include” is used to describe the relation between two scenario categories. A scenario category
C2 is said to include a scenario category C1 if C2 comprises all scenarios that are comprised in C1. In that
case, we can write C2 ⊇ C1. Thus we have
C2 ⊇ C1 if C2 3 S ∀ {S : C1 3 S}. (2)
In Fig. 1, scenario categories C2 and C3 include scenario category C1; thus C2 ⊇ C1 and C3 ⊇ C1.
We propose to provide scenarios and scenario categories with additional information in the form of tags
that describe the scenario in a qualitative manner. Tags are often used when providing extra information
on a piece of data (Smith, 2007). A tag is a keyword or a term that helps describing an item. For example,
items in a database can contain some tags that enable users to quickly obtain several items that share a
certain characteristic described by a tag (Craft et al., 2004). The use of these tags brings several benefits:
• The tags of a scenario can be helpful in determining which scenario categories do and do not comprise
the scenario.
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Figure 1: The red and green circles correspond to the scenario categories C2 and C3, respectively. The overlap between the two
circles corresponds to scenario category C1. The dots represent scenarios S1, S2, and S3.
• It is easy to select scenarios from a scenario database or a scenario library by using tags or a combination
of tags.
• As opposed to the proposed categorization of scenarios in (Op den Camp et al., 2014; Najm et al.,
2007; Lenard et al., 2014; Lara et al., 2019), scenario categories do not need to be mutually exclusive.
There is a balance between having generic scenario categories — and thus a wide variety among the
scenarios belonging to the scenario category — and having specific scenario categories without much variety
among the scenarios in the scenario category. For some systems, one may be interested in very specific set
of scenarios, while for another system one might be interested in a set of scenarios with a high variety. To
accommodate this, tags can be structured in hierarchical trees (Molloy et al., 2017). The different layers of
the trees can be regarded as different abstraction levels (Bonnin et al., 2014).
In (de Gelder and Op den Camp, 2019), several trees of tags are defined and Fig. 2 shows two examples
of trees of tags taken from (de Gelder and Op den Camp, 2019). These tags describe possible activities of a
vehicle, i.e., the lateral motion control (via steering) and longitudinal motion control (via acceleration and
deceleration) are reflected into tags. The tags may refer to the objective of an actor in case no activities
are defined. For example, a test case in which the ego vehicle’s objective is to make a left turn, the tags
“Turning” and “Left” are applicable. Note that tags may be used not only to classify vehicle behavior, but
also traffic and environment situations, e.g., “cut-in” or “heavy rain”.
4. Ontology for scenarios
We have already explained the use of an ontology in Section 2.1. In this section, we present our ontology
for scenarios for the assessment of AVs. The ontology is formally represented through a domain model that
is briefly presented in Section 4.1. Next, in Section 4.2, we explain how a scenario category is formally
represented using the domain model. Similarly, in Section 4.3, we describe how a scenario is formally
represented using the domain model.
4.1. Domain model
The classes of the domain model that are used to define a scenario and a scenario category are shown
in Fig. 3, where each block represents a class4. The blue blocks represent the classes that are used to quali-
tatively describe a scenario whereas the orange blocks represent the classes that are used to quantitatively
describe a scenario.
4In the remainder of this paper, when referring to (an instance of) a class, italic font is used.
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Vehicle lateral activity
Going straight Changing lane
Left
Right
Turning
Left
Right
Swerving
Left
Right
(a) Lateral activities of a vehicle.
Vehicle longitudinal activity
Reversing Standing still Driving forward
Braking
Cruising
Accelerating
(b) Longitudinal activities of a vehicle.
Figure 2: Tags for lateral and longitudinal activities of a vehicle. The lateral activity is relative to the lane in which the
corresponding vehicle is driving.
The arrows in Fig. 3 represent the relations of the different classes. There are three different types of
arrows. We use UML for implementing the ontology, so the same type of arrows are used. The arrow with
the text “comprises” and “includes” represent methods that are explained in Section 3.4. Here, “comprises”
can be denoted by 3 and “includes” can be denoted by ⊇, see (2). The arrows with the diamond are best
described by the verb “to have”5. Here, a “1” at the start of the arrow indicates that an object “has” one
of such an object. A “N ” indicates that an object “has” zero, one, or multiple objects of the corresponding
class. The third arrow denotes a subclass relation.
4.2. Scenario category and its attributes
The blue blocks in Fig. 3 represent the classes that are used to model a scenario category according
to the definition of a scenario category, see Definition 4. The ego vehicle and the dynamic environment
are qualitatively described by activity categories and actor categories. Similarly, the static environment is
qualitatively described by a static environment category. All classes have a human-interpretable name and
may contain predefined tags that are also interpretable by a software agent.
Because the static environment category qualitatively describes the static environment, it contains a
human-interpretable description of the static environment.
In line with the definition of an activity (Definition 3), the activity category includes the state variable(s).
The model that is used to describe the time evolution of the state variable(s) is specified. For example, the
model to describe the speed of the ego vehicle during a braking activity could be a sinusoidal function:
x¨ego(t) =
pi∆v
2T
sin
(
pi (t− t0)
T
)
, x˙ego(t0) = v0, t ∈ [t0, t0 + T ]. (3)
Here, x˙ego and x¨ego denote the speed and acceleration of the ego vehicle, respectively. Thus, in this case, the
state variable corresponds to the speed. The parameters of the model are the total speed difference (∆v)
5In UML, this is called an aggregation. This is typically implemented using pointers. For example, if object A “has” B, it
means that A contains a pointer to B.
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Scenario category
Static environ-
ment category Activity category
Model
Actor category
Scenario
Static en-
vironment
Activity Actor
Triggered activity Set activityEvent
1 N N
1
1 N N
N
1 1 1
1
includes
comprises
Aggregation
Subclass
Figure 3: Schematic overview of most classes of the domain model for representing the ontology for scenarios for the assessment
of automated vehicles. The aggregation arrow denotes the “has” relation, where “1” indicates that one class “has” exactly one
instance of the other class and “N ” indicates that one class “has” zero, one, or multiple instances of the other class.
between the start of the activity and the end of the activity, the duration of the braking activity (T ), and
the initial speed (v0) at time t0. The model of (3) describes the evolution of the state variable x˙ego from
time t = t0 until t = t0 + T . Since the activity category is a qualitative description, the values of these
parameters of the model are not included.
Regarding the actor category, the type of the road user is specified from a predefined list. To indicate
that an actor is an ego vehicle, the tag “Ego vehicle” is added to the list of tags of the actor category.
The scenario category “has” a static environment category, activity categories, and actor categories.
Another attribute of the scenario category, is the list of acts. These acts describe which actors perform
which activities. Naturally, it is possible that one actor performs multiple activities and that one activity is
performed by multiple actors.
The reader might wonder why we introduce the different classes for describing a scenario category, i.e., the
blue blocks, instead of only one class for modeling a scenario category. The main advantage of the different
classes is the re-usability of the instances of the classes, because these instances can be exchanged among
different scenario categories. For example, if two scenarios categories “have” the same static environment
category, we only need to define the static environment category once, whereas if the static environment
category would not be a class on its own but only a property of the scenario category, we would need to
define the static environment category twice.
4.3. Scenario and its attributes
The orange blocks in Fig. 3 represent the classes that are used to quantitatively model a scenario according
to the definition of a scenario, see Definition 1. A scenario “has” a static environment, activities, actors, and
events. The ego vehicle and the dynamic environment are quantitatively described by activities and actors.
It is very similar to a scenario category, as the static environment, activities, and actors are the quantitative
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counterparts of the static environment category, activity categories, and actor categories, just as a scenario
is the quantitative counterpart of a scenario category.
The static environment “has” a static environment category. The most notable difference between the
static environment category and the static environment, is that the static environment can have multiple
properties that quantitatively define the static environment. These properties define the road layout, static
weather and lighting conditions, and infrastructural elements, etc.
According to Definition 3, an activity quantitatively describes the evolution of one or more state variables
in a time interval. The state variable(s) that are defined by the activity category that the activity “has”.
Together with the model that is contained by the activity category, the time evolution of the state variable
is described by a set of parameters. The values of the parameters are part of the activity.
Two different types of activities can be defined. A set activity describes an activity that happens at a
certain fixed time. This is often used to describe real-world scenarios that are extracted from real-world
data. On the other hand, the starting time of a triggered activity is in general not defined beforehand, as
the activity is triggered by an event. This is often used to describe test cases for scenario-based testing,
e.g., see the example presented in Section 5.3. Both the set activity and the triggered activity are subclasses
of the activity, as shown in Fig. 3, which means that the set activity and the triggered activity inherit all
properties from the activity. Additionally, the set activity “has” a starting time and the triggered activity
“has” an event that triggers the activity.
Similar to the static environment and the activity, the actor “has” its qualitative counterpart, the actor
category. Additionally, because the actor involves a quantitative description, it may have multiple properties
defined, such as its size, weight, color, radar cross section, etc. The actor may have an initial and desired
state vector. The desired state vector can be used to formulate the goals of the actor. This is especially useful
for defining a test case that describes the objective of the ego vehicle rather than its activities. Additionally,
the goals can be formulated as text if they cannot be formulated using a desired state vector.
Following the definition of an event (Definition 2), an event contains conditions that describe the thresh-
old or mode transition at the time of the event.
An advantage of having the qualitative counterparts of the static environment, the activity, and the actor
is that the qualitative description can be reused and exchanged. For example, there can be many different
braking activities, but there needs to be only one activity category for qualitatively defining the braking
activity. Here, it is assumed that all braking activities are modeled with the same model and that similar
tags apply. If this is not the case, multiple activity categories need to be defined, but the number of activity
categories will still be significantly lower than the number of activities.
As with the static environment, activity, and actor, the scenario is the quantitative counterpart of the
scenario category. As a result, a scenario “has” a static environment, activities, and text. Additionally, in
compliance with Definition 1, a scenario “has” events. As with a scenario category, a scenario contains a
list of acts. The acts are used to describe which actors perform which activities at what time.
5. Example: pedestrian crossing
To illustrate the use of the ontology, we describe a scenario using the domain model presented in Section 4.
The scenario is schematically shown in Fig. 4. The ego vehicle is driving on the right lane of a two-lane road
and a pedestrian is walking on a footway that intersects the road the ego vehicle is driving on. Both the
ego vehicle and the pedestrian are initially approaching the pedestrian crossing. The ego vehicle brakes and
comes to a full stop in front of the pedestrian crossing. While the ego vehicle is stationary, the pedestrian
crosses the road using the pedestrian crossing. When the pedestrian has passed the ego vehicle, the ego
vehicle accelerates. The code of this example is publicly available6.
We first describe the scenario qualitatively using our proposed ontology. Next, the scenario is described
quantitatively in Section 5.2. Finally, in Section 5.3, we show the differences if a test case is considered with
a crossing pedestrian.
6See https://github.com/ErwindeGelder/ScenarioDomainModel. The repository also contains other examples.
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Figure 4: Schematic overview of a scenario where both the ego vehicle and a pedestrian are approaching a non-signalized
pedestrian crossing. The pedestrian has priority.
Ego qualitative::Actor category
type: Vehicle
tags: Ego vehicle, Passenger car
Pedestrian qualitative::Actor category
type: Pedestrian
tags: Pedestrian
Braking::Activity category
model: Sinusoid, see (3)
state: Speed (x˙ego)
tags: Braking
Stationary::Activity category
model: Constant, see (4)
state: Speed (x˙ego)
tags: Stationary
Accelerating::Activity category
model: Linear, see (5)
state: Speed (x˙ego)
tags: Accelerating
Walking straight::Activity category
model: Linear, see (6)
state: Position (yped)
tags: Walking straight
Pedestrian crossing qualitative::Static en-
vironment category
description: Straight road with two lanes and a
pedestrian crossing
tags: Non-signalized zebra crossing
Crossing pedestrian::Scenario category
description: A pedestrian is crossing the road
on a zebra crossing in front of the
ego vehicle
static environment category: Pedestrian
crossing
qualitative
actors: Ego qualitative, Pedestrian qualitative
activities: Braking, Stationary, Accelerating,
Walking straight
acts: (Ego qualitative, Braking), ,
(Ego qualitative, Stationary),
(Ego qualitative, Accelerating),
(Pedestrian qualitative, Walking straight)
tags:
Figure 5: The objects that are used to qualitatively describe the scenario that is schematically shown in Fig. 4. The first line
of each block shows the name (before the double colon) and the class from which the object is instantiated. The following lines
show the attributes of the object with the name and value of the attribute before and after the colon, respectively.
5.1. Qualitative description of the pedestrian crossing
To describe the scenario according to the presented domain model, objects are instantiated from the
classes presented in Fig. 3. Fig. 5 shows the objects for describing the scenario qualitatively. There are two
actor categories: one for the ego vehicle and one for the pedestrian. Four different activity categories are
defined: braking, stationary, accelerating, and walking straight. The braking activity is described with the
sinusoidal model of (3). The stationary activity is simply modeled using a constant, i.e.:
x¨ego(t) = 0, x˙ego(t1) = v0, (4)
with v0 being the only parameter. Both the activities accelerating and walking straight are described using
a linear model:
x¨ego(t) = aego, x˙ego(t2) = v0, (5)
y˙ped(t) = vped, yped(t0) = y0. (6)
Here, the parameters aego and vped describe the rate of change of x˙ego and yped, respectively. The parameters
v0 and y0 describe the initial value of x˙ego and yped, respectively.
The two actor categories, the four activity categories, and the static environment category, are used by
the scenario category. The scenario category has four acts. The first three acts assign the first three activity
categories to the ego vehicle. The last act assigns the activity category Walking straight to the pedestrian.
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Ego::Actor
actor category: Ego qualitative
initial state vector: xego = −20 m,
yego = −1.5 m,
φego = 90◦
desired state vector:
goals:
tags:
Pedestrian::Actor
actor category: Pedestrian qualitative
initial state vector: xped = 0 m, φped = 0◦
desired state vector:
goals:
tags:
Ego braking::Set activity
activity category: Braking
parameters: ∆v = −8 m s−1, T = 4 s,
v0 = 8 m s−1
start time: t0 = 0 s
duration: 4 s
tags:
Ego stationary::Set activity
activity category: Stationary
parameters: v0 = 0 m s−1
start time: t1 = 4 s
duration: 3 s
tags:
Ego accelerating::Set activity
activity category: Accelerating
parameters: aego = 1.5 m s−2, v0 = 0 m s−1
start time: t2 = 7 s
duration: 5 s
tags:
Pedestrian walking::Set activity
activity category: Walking
parameters: vped = 1 m s−1, y0 = −6 m
start time: t0 = 0 s
duration: 12 s
tags:
Pedestrian crossing::Static environment
static environment category: Pedestrian cross-
ing qualitative
properties: {road: {lanes: 2, lanewidth: 3 m,
xy: [(-60, 0), (60, 0)]},
footway: {width: 3 m,
xy: [(0, 6), (0, -6)]}}
tags:
Ego brakes for pedestrian::Scenario
static environment: Pedestrian crossing
actors: Ego, Pedestrian
activities: Ego braking, Ego stationary,
Ego accelerating, Pedestrian walking
acts: (Ego, Ego braking),
(Ego, Ego stationary),
(Ego, Ego accelerating),
(Pedestrian, Pedestrian walking)
events: Start braking, End braking,
Start accelerating, End accelerating,
Start walking, Stop walking
start time: 0 s
end time: 12 s
tags:
Figure 6: The objects that are used to quantitatively describe the scenario that is schematically shown in Fig. 4.
5.2. Quantitative description of the pedestrian crossing
The objects to describe the scenario quantitatively are shown in Fig. 6. The two actors refer to the
quantitative counterparts of the actor categories in Fig. 5. Initial state vectors are listed for each actor
using the coordinate frame that is shown in Fig. 4. Since we are describing a real-world scenario, there is
no need to define desired state vectors or goals for the actors.
There are four activities defined and each of these activities refers to its qualitative counterpart. The
activities contain the values of the parameters as well as the start time and the duration. As described
by the first activity (ego braking), the ego vehicle starts with a speed of 8 m s−1 and brakes in 4 s to come
to a full stop. By integrating the sinusoidal function of (3) twice, it can be shown that the ego vehicle
stops at 4 m from the center of the pedestrian crossing. After waiting for 3 s, see the second activity (ego
stationary), the ego vehicle accelerates with 1.5 m s−1 towards a speed of 7.5 m s−1, see the third activity
(ego accelerating). The fourth activity describes the position of the pedestrian.
The static environment describes the main road the ego vehicle is driving on and the footway the pedes-
trian is walking on. The example in Fig. 6 shows some properties to illustrate how the static environment
can be described. Note that, in practice, the quantitative description of the static environment may contain
many more facets than the ones mentioned in Fig. 6. As mentioned in Section 3.1, it is possible to refer
to another source that contains a description of (part of) the static environment, see, e.g., (Dupuis et al.,
2010).
The scenario, the last object in Fig. 6, “has” the previously defined static environment, actors, and
activities. The acts are used to assign the first three activities to the ego vehicle and the last activity to the
pedestrian. The events happen at the starts and ends of the activities. For the sake of brevity, the events
itself are not defined in Fig. 6. The scenario also “has” a start time and an end time.
A different scenario can be defined by, e.g., changing the parameter values. This illustrates that the
scenario category in Fig. 5 comprises multiple scenarios, namely all scenarios that only differ from the
scenario in Fig. 6 because of different parameter values.
5.3. Test case with pedestrian crossing
In this example, we consider a test case based on the previously illustrated real-world scenario, see Fig. 4.
This text case might be used, e.g., for the assessment of a pedestrian automatic emergency braking system
(Seiniger et al., 2015). Fig. 7 shows the objects that are used to describe this test case. Additionally, the
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Crossing pedestrian::Scenario category
description: A pedestrian is crossing the road
on a zebra crossing in front of the
ego vehicle
static environment category: Pedestrian
crossing
qualitative
actors: Ego qualitative, Pedestrian qualitative
activities: Walking straight
acts: (Pedestrian qualitative, Walking straight)
tags:
Start walking::Event
conditions: |xego/x˙ego| ≤ 2.5 s
Ego::Actor
actor category: Ego qualitative
initial state vector: xego = −40 m,
yego = −1.5 m,
φego = 90◦,
x˙ego = 8 m s−1
desired state vector: xego = 20 m,
yego = −1.5 m,
φego = 90◦,
x˙ego = 8 m s−1
goals:
tags:
Pedestrian walking::Triggered activity
activity category: Walking
parameters: vped = 1 m s−1, y0 = −6 m
trigger: Start walking
duration: 12 s
tags:
Ego brakes for pedestrian::Scenario
static environment: Pedestrian crossing
actors: Ego, Pedestrian
activities: Pedestrian walking
acts: (Pedestrian, Pedestrian walking)
events: Start walking, Stop walking
start time: 0 s
end time: 100 s
tags:
Figure 7: The objects that, next to the objects Ego qualitative, Pedestrian qualitative, Walking straight, and Pedestrian crossing
qualitative from Fig. 5 and Pedestrian and Pedestrian crossing from Fig. 6, describe a test case that is schematically shown in
Fig. 4.
two actor categories (ego qualitative and pedestrian qualitative) are shown in Fig. 5 and the actor describing
the pedestrian (pedestrian crossing) is shown in Fig. 6.
The scenario category only differs from the scenario category shown in Fig. 5 in that it does not contain
the activity categories that describe the activity of the ego vehicle.
Two attributes of the quantitative description of the ego vehicle are different. First, the initial state
vector also includes the speed, denoted by x˙ego, at the start of the scenario and the initial position is further
away from the pedestrian crossing, such that the ego vehicle’s driver or automation system has more time
to perceive the pedestrian. Secondly, because there are no activities defined for the ego vehicle, the desired
state vector is defined. The goal is to reach the point 80 m in front of the ego vehicle while driving with a
speed of x˙ego = 8 m s−1.
The event that marks the start of the walking activity of the pedestrian is triggered when the ego vehicle
is 2.5 s away from the center of the footway, assuming that the speed of the ego vehicle is constant. In case
the ego vehicle drives with a speed of x˙ego = 8 m s−1, this is at a distance of 20 m, similar to the scenario
described in Fig. 6.
For the test case, the pedestrian starts walking when the corresponding event is triggered. Hence, this
activity is a triggered activity instead of a set activity.
As with the scenario category, the scenario does not contain activities of the ego vehicle. Furthermore,
the end time is set to a much larger number. The test can also end earlier if the ego vehicle reaches
its destination, so the end time is an upper bound in case the ego vehicle does not manage to reach its
destination.
6. Conclusions
The performance assessment of AVs is essential for the legal and public acceptance of AVs as well as
for technology development of AVs. Because scenarios are crucial for the assessment, a clear definition of
a scenario is required. In this work, we have proposed a new definition of a scenario in the context of the
assessment of the performance of an AV.
While our definition is consistent with other definitions from the literature, it is more concrete such
that it can directly be implemented using code. We have further defined the notions of event, activity, and
scenario category. To formalize the definitions of a scenario, an event, an activity, and a scenario category,
an ontology has been proposed. Using the proposed ontology, it is possible to describe a scenario in both
a qualitative and quantitative manner. The ontology, represented using a domain model, can be directly
translated into a class structure for an object-oriented software implementation. This allows us to translate
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scenarios into code, such that both domain experts and software programs, such as simulation tools, are
able to understand the content of the scenarios.
The ontology has been illustrated with an example of an urban scenario with a pedestrian crossing. We
also demonstrated how this particular scenario can be used as a test case. In addition, we showed how this
test case can be represented using the proposed ontology.
The presented ontology is applicable for scenario mining (Paardekooper et al., 2019) and scenario-based
assessment (Elrofai et al., 2018) and, therefore, this paper provides a step towards the scenario-based per-
formance assessment of AVs. The next step is to define scenarios and scenario categories7 that are relevant
for an AV in a specific deployment area. Furthermore, based on the scenarios, proper tests can be defined
to assess the performance of AVs.
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